Prison City Modelers
Leavenworth, Kansas

September 2012 Issue

Next meeting - Wednesday, September 19th
Leavenworth Public Library

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON PAGE 4 - READ IT!

SCUTTLEBUTT FROM THE PRESIDENT
Books –

21 – mostly Osprey and Squadron in Action
type pubs
Decals –
1
Buildings –
2
Aircraft kits – 50 – a couple of large, high dollar (?) that
we can showcase
Armor kits –
12 – includes a couple of larger kits like the 		
Hummel and King Tiger
Figure kits –
11
Movie/DVD – 1
Ship kits –
4
Car kits –
7
Sci Fi kits –
7 – includes kits from IPMS/USA

Meeting Agenda Items:
Contest this Saturday, 22 September – This is it gang.
Anything that needs to be done should be complete by now, so
be ready to say “Yes sir, yes sir, three bags full” when asked to
report on anything that you volunteered to be responsible for.
One more comment on the contest – it has come to
my attention over the past few years that there is some room for
improvement on the amount of entries, and or, physical / fiscal
participation from our own membership. Enter something, or
sponsor a trophy package, or both. We need the revenue to
help offset the cost of the event.

New Club T / Polo Shirts – Gary Ruhnke made a slight
modification of our Club logo and Mark Gerges has surveyed
those that were interested in acquiring new Tee or Polo shirts.
Any ordered will be ready to be paid for at Wednesdays’
meeting. Be sure to pay for, and pick up, your new shirt so that
you can wear it at Saturdays’ club contest.

Contest Raffle – Bring any and all items that you want to
donate (kits, reference material, decals, resin/PE, airbrushes,
etc), to this meeting so that JW can consolidate and inventory
everything. JW reports that the following items are available for
the Raffle on the day of the contest:

Judging Workshop – preparation for the contest.
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Semper Fi - Ron

Building the Lindberg 1:125 scale
Blue Devil
Destroyer
PART 3, By Mark Gerges

I haven’t been able to find a lot of time this summer to work on the USS Kidd project, but by fits
and starts have done a little work on the navigating bridge, pilot house and number one superstructure. Looking at the existing deck, it was not worth the effort to sand off all the detail and then
rebuild it, particularly since the shape was not correct for the Fletcher destroyer I was building.

Figure 1: Fletcher class destroyers have two sorts of bridges—a rounded one in the first destroyers built, and then a squared off one with five
portholes. The Lindberg kit had four portholes, wrong for either type
of Fletchers so I was forced to start by trying to make my own. Drilling
five holes perfectly aligned and spaced equally apart is a lot harder
than it seems. I finally figured out to glue the photo etched porthole in
place and then drill out the opening. Here I am using blue tape to align
the portholes.

Figure 2: Laying out the new deck. Using the existing the piece as a
pattern, I drew out the new deck on some sheet styrene, correcting the
shape.

Figure 3: Here you can see the kit bridge with the new one under
construction.

Figure 4: The new deck with the sides, seen from above. I am using T-shaped pieces of styrene to create the reinforcements along the
armored sides of the pilothouse. Smaller t-beams will line the front of
the deck. The red is Bondo, correcting some of my alignment errors. It
is still waiting to be sanded.
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Figure 5: Close up showing the underside of the third level deck, with
t-beams reinforcing the floor. If you look closely, you can see some of
the 24 small pieces creating the armored front. The purpose of this is to
create a windbreak so that the crew outside the pilothouse is not being
constantly blasted by the forward motion of the ship.

Figure 6: Close up of the starboard side, showing the torpedo tube
control station behind the pilothouse. The port side does not have its
watertight doors mounted yet since I discovered that the ship plans I
was using differed from how the Kidd was built, which had two doors
on each side, and not one like the plans. It pays to have good references, in this case photos from the actual ship. The two circle of plastic are
mounts for some sort of light, which I’ll mounted in the future—once I
figure out how to build them.

Figure 7: New tubs for the 20mm guns. The interior ribs are made
up of 1.2 mm T-beams and the outside is reinforced with triangular
shaped pieces of plastic. From this picture you can see that the port
side of the pilothouse is lacking some detail. The mount for the number
two 5” gun is a resin piece that I cast. More on that when I get to the
guns.

Figure 8: The white pieces coming from the watertight door and along
the side of the second level are supports for wiring that runs just beneath the upper deck. The wire I used is from a telephone cable. After
cutting off the insulation, there are two wires inside, each covered with
another layer of insulation. This layer was too fine to strip, so I burned
the plastic off (outdoors, of course) which left me with a small, branded
cable made up of three strands of copper wire. Taking that apart, I
used one strand to run the wire on this level. It is hard to see in the
photo, but it is there and pretty close to scale in my mind.
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ImPOrTANT REMINDERs
TABLES
Any members who have 6 or 8 foot plastic
tables, please bring them to the meeting. Mark
will have his pick-up and will store them untill
Friday’s set-up. Also, the set-up begins at the
Heritage Center at 2:30 on Friday. Volunteers
are needed. Don’t be shy.

JUDGING
The following members volunteered to bring
models to this months meeting for the judging
workshop.
Ron Reynolds – 3 armor, aircraft
JW – 1/72 and 1/48 scale aircraft
Mark – 2 figures and an automobile
Bernard – ship
George Redden – diorama, automobile
Ed Patterson – diorama
Ron Denning – submarine
Ed Burgess – Sci Fi

Hwy 92 bridge will be closed this weekend.
Anyone coming from the east, the Highway 92
bridge, connecting Platte City and Leavenworth
will be closed for construction on September 21
thru 23. Cross the Missouri River north at Atchinson, or via I-70 and then north on KS 7/73
from Bonner Springs.

GUNS +
GAS MASKS

=

STALKER!
After the apocalypse and walkers (aka zombies) are crawling out
of the woodwork, one kind of human is sure to survive...the STALKER.
Armed with a gas mask, weapons and plenty of ammo he stalks the
landscape searching for supplies to maintain his existence...or maybe he
tries to survive in a toxic wasteland left from the war to end all wars and
mankind too.
Sounds like fun... Huh! Well, these two 54mm figures from EVOLUTION
MINIATURES are sure to be loads of fun to paint and place in your version of the apocalypse whatever that maybe.
Both resin figures come with a small base for mounting as pictured on the
box art. Both are sculpted by Sergey Traviansky and feature the typical fine
detail that we’ve learned to expect from resin kits.
I highly recommend these just like the rest of the EVOLUTION offerings.
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Photos from our August meeting.
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Remember...
The contest is saturday and needs your support &
the Hwy 92 bridge will be closed this weekend!
Upcoming club meetings and events:
September 19 -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
Sepember 22 – Annual Prison City Modelers Contest
October 13 -- CONAIR 2012 in Witchita, KS
October 17 -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
October 20 -- MOSS CON 2012 in Branson, MO.
November 3 -- KC CON 2012 in Kansas City, MO
November 14 -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.
December 19 -- Club Meeting at Leavenworth Library 7p.m.

Note: We are now confirmed to have all our meetings in the
East room of the Library (the big room with the good lighting at
the east end of the library past the childrens section. Also note
that our November meeting is scheduled for Nov. 14th since
our normal date would conflict with the Thanksgiving holiday.

Don’t miss the meeting this Wednesday
evening at the Library at 7p.m.
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Gary Ruhnke - editor

